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At last – plumbing standard to count on
The NSAI will shortly publish an Irish StandardsRecommendation, SR 50, which will be a BuildingServices Code of Practice (COP) for the heating and
plumbing trade.
The COP will initially have three parts – 
SR 50-1: Domestic plumbing for hot water and heating; 
SR 50-2: Thermal solar systems; 
SR 50-3: Domestic plumbing for cold water systems.
The function of the SR 50 heating and plumbing documents 
is to lay out a Code of Practice for plumbing works carried out 
on domestic dwellings using solid fuel, gas, oil and other fuels
for heating. 
This is not just a welcome initiative but one that is essential
and long overdue. That is covers all fuel types is indicative of the
thoroughness with which the exercise was approached… well
done all involved (see page 19).
Whither construction and built environment?
Even in the full knowledge that the points requirements forconstruction-related college courses such as architectureand the built environment would be significantly down,
college applicants are obviously shunning the industry.
Only 211 applicants  listed courses in the built environment
area as their first choice this year, while demand for architecture
has also fallen back with 125 fewer first choice applicants. 
While understandable to an extent, this negative perception of
the sector needs to be urgently addressed. Such a low intake
will result in shortages in the future but, even more alarming still
is that it threatens the viability of running such courses at all.  ■
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Change of  address  
for Kinviro  
Kinviro Ltd, the leading supplier of micro combined
heat and power systems in the country, has moved
to new premises located at Unit 1D, Renmore
Business Park, Kilcoole, Co, Wicklow. The new
headquarters includes warehousing facilities and
workshop to support the ever-expanding population
of installed Dachs micro CHPs which currently
stands at over 60 units.  
At one of its commissioned sites in Greystones, 
Co Wicklow, Kinviro recently ran 
a “Dachs Demo”
comprising a 
short informative
demonstration of the
micro CHP for a small
group of professionals.
The feedback was
extremely positive and
plans are now in hand
to run regular Dachs
Demos for interested
individuals, groups,
associations and
representative bodies.
If you would like to attend a Dachs Demo simply
visit the “Contact Us” page on Kinviro’s website –
www.kinviro.ie
ATP combats sick
building syndrome
Advanced Technical Products
(ATP) – representing S&P Coil
Products (SPC) – has partnered
with Canadian-based Sanuvox
Technologies to introduce
Ultraviolet air and object purifiers
in Ireland to combat sick building
syndrome, and to tackle indoor
air quality in a wide range of
applications.
Due to an emphasis
on highly-sealed
energy efficient
buildings, the quality
of indoor air is often
compromised,
thereby giving
commercial buildings a myriad 
of health issues. 
When UV is introduced there
are many benefits, including a
reduction in sick building
syndrome and building-related
illnesses, reduced absenteeism,
lower HVAC maintenance costs
and improved productivity. 
Contact: ATP Technical Sales
Team. Tel: 01- 885 3792;
www.atpireland.com
Grangegorman project underway  
The Grangegorman Development
Agency (GDA) is moving ahead
immediately with the renovation of
several historic buildings and the
construction of a new science research
institute. This will result in an initial 
1,050 students on the Grangegorman
site two years from now. 
In parallel with this, the Agency will
advance two quadrangles as public
private partnerships which will facilitate
the relocation of an additional 10,000 students currently in various locations around the city.
This will bring over 50% of DIT to Grangegorman by 2017.
Welcoming the announcement DIT President Professor Brian Norton said: “There have
been a number of false starts and disappointments before now, but that has meant an
intensive level of detailed planning has taken place and, as a result, the project is now
underway”.
Electrical
trade show
and
conference
The Association of
Electrical Contractors of
Ireland (AECI) annual
conference and
electrical
trade show
will take
place in
Moran’s
Red Cow
Hotel,
Dublin on
Sarturday,
15
September
2012.
This is an
all-industry
show and
everyone with an
involvement with, or
interest in, the electrical
industry is welcome. The
show will open at 10am
and, apart from stand
displays by various
manufacturers, will also
include a seminar/
presentation.
A special overnight
rate has been
negotiated with the hotel
for AECI delegates that
includes evening meal
and bed and breakfast
for Friday, 14
September.
Contact: Chris Lundy,
Executive Secretary,
AECI. 
Tel: 01 – 610 2715;
email: aeci@indigo.ie
Chris Lundy
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News and Products 
Hitachi, which has recently
expanded its air conditioning
business in Europe under a
new company, Hitachi Air
Conditioning Europe SAS, has
continued with its investment
to further strengthen its
operations to support
business growth.
Hitachi Air Conditioning
Europe SAS incorporates all
activities for air conditioning
products including sales,
manufacture and service
operations across the
European market. 
The new company has
made a significant investment
in its factory in Spain, giving it
increased capability to match
European market demands. 
It has built a brand new, state-
of-the-art calorimeter, to
exacting ISO 15042 multi-split
system and EN14511
standards. The new
equipment will be used for
testing air conditioning units
up to 20HP, including VRF
and multi-split systems, with
capacities up to 56kW cooling
and 63kW in heating. 
The calorimeter checks that
all Hitachi units fulfil the
requirements of European
regulations, including EUP Lot
10 and other market demands
that involve specific tests. 
The new calorimeter has
three main rooms – an indoor
and outdoor chamber and a
control room – and tests air
conditioning units running at
full capacity and in multiple
operation. It is able to check 
a very wide temperature
range, from -30°C to 46°C,
accommodating all European
climate conditions.
Contact: Fergus Daly, 
Area Sales Manager Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 216 4406; 
email: Fergus.daly@
hitachi-eu.com
Aermec from EICL
European Industrial Chillers (EICL) is now the official
distributor for Aermec, whose product portfolio includes
water
chillers,
heat
pumps, split
and multi-
split
systems,
fan coil
units,
rooftop
units, dry air
coolers (for
free
cooling),
remote
condensers,
close control units, heat recovery units and air 
handling units.
All are Eurovent certified, as are the many new
products constantly coming on stream. These include
the TBX range of air cooled water chillers which
incorporate Turbocor compressors. 
Contact: Peter McMahon, Service Director/
Technical Sales. Tel: 01 – 825 5155; 
email: peter.mcmahon@eicl.ie
New date for the ARC Show 2014
Following the successful launch earlier this year the next Air
Conditioning and Refrigeration Show will take place from 11 to
13 February, 2014, at the NEC in Birmingham. The earlier-
announced date of March 2014 has been rescheduled to avoid a
clash with Mostra Convegno, the Italian exhibition. 
The ACR Show 2014 has the backing of key industry
organisations, including the Institute of Refrigeration (IOR), the
British Refrigeration Association (BRA), the Federation of
Environmental Trades Associations (FETA) and the Building and
Engineering Services Association (B&ES).
Visit the ACR website (acrshow.co.uk) for the new exhibition
floor plan and full details about exhibiting and visiting the show.4
Hitachi invests to meet
needs of  European market 
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In recent years, underfloor heating hasbecome increasingly popular. This is due tothe fact that underfloor heating provides a
range of opportunities not offered by traditional
heating methods, both in residential and
commercial buildings. However, underfloor
heating also offers some challenges and, in
order to make the very most of the opportunities,
it is important to choose the right solutions.
Why choose underfloor heating?
There are many areas in the commercial sector
where underfloor heating can be incorporated 
to benefit potential clients, both in terms of
comfort and energy reduction. Money matters
now more than ever before, and if an engineer
can effectively demonstrate to the client that
there is the potential to reduce operating costs
and provide increased levels of comfort by
incorporating lower energy sources, then
underfloor heating has clear benefits.
Some of these benefits include:
– Underfloor heating provides comfortable
heating as your feet are kept warm while 
your head is kept slightly cooler;
– There is much focus today on the indoor
climate where increasing numbers of 
people are plagued by asthma and allergic
problems. Due to the large heating surface
associated with underfloor heating, less air is
mixed and therefore less dust occurs in the
room compared to a conventional radiator
system with its convection currents of air;
– The room temperature can be lowered 1-2°C
which can result in energy savings of 6-12%;
– Low surface temperatures which eliminate
contact hazards;
– Long life span.
There are some circumstances where
underfloor heating is not suitable and a more
conventional form of heating may be more
appropriate. This can be due to client’s
requirements or perceptions, structural
constraints or the flexibility of the space. 
Some of the disadvantages associated with
underfloor heating are:
– Generally it has a slower response time (in
solid floor applications only) compared to
radiators;
– Incompatible with certain floor coverings;
– Floor penetrations should be avoided or
carefully planned;
– Difficult to change pipe routes once 
installed.
Applications and design parameters
The principal characteristics of underfloor
heating include energy efficiency, economy and
excellent thermal comfort. It is an ideal choice
for most, but not all applications. Table A (next
page) lists the suitability of these applications. 
Room temperatures
The temperature experienced in a room is the
result of two different factors, namely the air
temperature and the ambient radiation, i.e. from
the heated elements in the room. It can be an
advantage in many ways that heat radiation
constitutes a relatively high part of the “overall”
temperature, or the operative temperature as 
it is also called.  
Underfloor heating is not purely a radiant form
of heating, typical emitted proportions are 70%
radiation and 30% convection. If a large part of
the operative temperature is made up of the air
temperature, it means that there will be a high
In this article Enda Gilroy gives a general overview of
underfloor heating, discusses design parameters and
design issues, weighs up the pros and cons of the
systems, and discusses how underfloor heating can be
integrated with different energy sources. 
The heat beneath
your feet
6
Enda Gilroy, Dip Eng, B.
Eng, C. Eng, M. CIBSE has
over six years experience
within PM Group. He has
significant experience in 
the building services
industry, particularly in 
the pharmaceutical,
infrastructural, industrial,
data centres and
educational sectors. He 
also plays a key role in
design and solution with
regard to sustainability,
energy efficiency and 
LEED. Enda has extensive
knowledge of building
modelling and is a
competent user of 3D
design software packages
such as IES, Autodesk
Simulation CFD and
TileFlow.  
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convection or mixing of air in the room. If
there is high mixing, air is whirled around
which leads to higher dust content in the
air and therefore a poorer air quality. 
Where convection is a high proportion
of the operative temperature, the frequent
opening of doors or windows can have a
negative impact on occupant comfort. For
this reason underfloor is particularly suited
to foyers or atriums where the proportion
of the operative temperature is primarily
radiation and is less effected by the
opening of doors and windows.
The way convection/radiation occurs
with radiators and floor heating
respectively can be seen in Figure A. 
As can be seen, with radiator systems
the air temperature or convection makes
up approximately 70% of the operative
temperature. This is also logical if you
think about how a radiator has quite a
small surface from which to transfer heat
to the whole room. Conversely, floor
heating supplies heat through a very large
surface evenly distributed in the room,
which means that the ratio is just the
reverse with 70 % of the operative
temperature being added by radiation.
Floor temperature
The temperature of the floor surface must
be sufficient to provide the required heat
transfer into the space, but not be so high
as to cause discomfort to occupants.
Generally in areas where occupants are
seated there should be a maximum of 
9°C between floor surface temperature
and room temperature. This equates to 
a maximum surface temperature of 
29°C in normal occupied areas and 
33°C in changing/shower areas with 
a room temperature of 24°C. 
In areas where people would not
normally be seated such as atria/foyers 
or areas with high glazing levels, the
maximum floor surface temperature 
can be increased to 15°C above room
conditions.
Occupant comfort
In practice, it is not possible to maintain
the same temperature everywhere in a
room. It is recommended that a difference
of approximately 2°C between floor and
head height should be maintained. This is
because most people want to have warm
feet while keeping “a cool head”. But the
difference in temperature should not
exceed about 3°C as the body will become
“confused” and comfort is reduced.
Characteristics and key elements
The rate of heat output from underfloor
heating is determined by the following
factors:
• Mean water temperature circulating 
through the floor piping;
• Temperature of the space;
• Spacing and diameter of pipework;
• Thermal resistance of floor coverings;
• Thermal resistance of insulation/
flooring under the pipework.
The mean water temperature and
pipework spacing can be varied to provide
the required design output. This can be
used to overcome issues such as high
heat loss, floor covering with high thermal
resistance or restricted emitter area. 
The heat output is a function of the
surface area and the mean water
8
Table A – Suitable/Non-Suitable Applications
Suitable For Not Suitable For
Buildings or areas that are Buildings or areas that are used very
used continually or frequently intermittently or infrequently
Building or areas with relatively Buildings or areas with high heat losses,
low heat loss particularly when due to high ventilation 
rates.
All ceilings heights including Buildings where unpredictable re-zoning
atria may occur
Use with all heat sources Areas where the floor is largely obscured 
by permanent fixtures and fittings.
Figure A. Left – Radiators: 70% convection/ 30% radiation. Right – Uf Heating: 30% Convetion/70% radiation
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temperature. Given that the size of the
floor area, is so large the mean water
temperature can be much lower than that
commonly-used in radiators while still
providing the same output.
The following describes the major
elements of underfloor heating systems:
Energy source 
Underfloor heating can utilise a wide
range of energy sources. Unlike
conventional heating systems that require
hot water at temperatures up to 80°C,
underfloor heating is effective at flow
temperatures of 45°C. It is particularly
suited to condensing boilers due to the
low return water temperatures. The boiler
should be fully condensing under all
operating conditions, with the exception 
of when domestic hot water generation 
is required.
Some of the sources of providing low
grade heat and low carbon emissions that
are suited to underfloor heating include
condensing boilers; biomass boilers;
various forms of heat pumps and solar
panels. 
Heat pumps can take various forms, 
of which the most common types are,
ground-source, water-source and air-
source heat pumps. These typically 
have a Coefficient of Performance 
(CoP) of 3.5 to 4.0. 
Solar panels may also be used as the
main heat source, but they are be unlikely
to be cost effective. They can, however,
be used in conjunction with a conventional
heating system or heat pump with the aim
of reducing the load imposed on the main
heat generator. 
Circulation pumps
Ideally, a single pump should be used 
to circulate water to the manifolds and
through the pipework, though some
systems may incorporate a secondary
pump and mixing valve attached to the
manifold. Pump energy consumption
should be minimised by avoiding
excessive pressure drops in the
distribution system and employing
variable speed pumps.
All pumps selected must comply with
the European ErP Directive EC 641 for
glandless pumps, which comes into 
effect in 2013.
Manifolds
The manifolds take the low temperature
hot water from the heat source and
distribute it through the underfloor heating
circuits. There are separate manifolds for
both supply and return and they
incorporate electric control valves and
balancing valves. 
Depending on the size of the project
and the number of circuits, it is not
uncommon to have a number of manifolds
located throughout the building.  
Underfloor heating pipe
There are generally three main types of
material associated with underfloor
heating:
(1) Cross-linked high density polyethylene
(PE-X) to BS EN 15875-2 : 2003;
(2) Polybutylene (PB) to BS EN ISO 
15876-2 : 2003;
(3) Aluminium/plastic multilayer composite 
pipe to DIN 4726 : 2000.
All plastic heating pipes should
incorporate an oxygen barrier, and in the
case of composite pipes, an aluminium
foil incorporated into the pipe provides the
oxygen barrier.
Generally, two pipe sizes are available
for underfloor heating, and these can vary
slightly depending on the manufacturer,
but are commonly 16mm and 21mm in
diameter. Increasing the diameter will
reduce the flow velocity and pressure
drop but also influence the heat output 
per unit area of the floor (assuming the
spacing remains the same).
Insulation 
Insulation is a key factor in maximising the
output of underfloor heating and particular
attention should be applied to this
element. BS EN 1264 Part 4 states that
the maximum limit to the downward heat
loss should not be more than 10% of the
heat supplied. This applies even to where
the underfloor heating system is installed
above another occupied space (see
Figure B).
It is very important to provide edge
insulation around the floor perimeter
where underfloor heating is installed as
this prevents thermal bridging. Edge
insulation also allows expansion of the
floor slab. Factors to be considered when
selecting insulation include compression
strength, thermal conductivity and
moisture resistance. This should be
discussed between the building services
engineer, the structural engineer and 
the architect.
System design
The design of an underfloor heating
system is no different to any conventional
heating design in that the designer must
agree the scope of design. All the
necessary information on the design
requirements has to be gathered from the
client/architect etc, and this information 
is generally greater than with traditional
systems, as details of the floor make-up
and floor covering need to be 
considered in the design.
All underfloor heating systems should
be designed in conjunction with BS EN
1264 parts 1 to 5, as well as other
industry norms including, but not limited 
to, Irish building regulations and CIBSE
guides. 
The required surface temperature, and
consequently heat output, are achieved
10
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Figure B
Situation Heat conduction
resistance Rλins
(m2K)/W
Heated room below or adjacent 0.75
Unheated or directly on ground* 1.25
External design  above 0°C 1.25
temperature below 0°C to -5°C 1.50
or adjacent -5°C to -15°C 2.00
* Where ground water levels are less than 5 metres below the supporting base this
value should be increased.
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by varying the pipe spacing, circulation
rates and flow temperature. The depth of
the pipe and the thermal response of the
structure and covering are usually
dictated by other factors.
To achieve the required heat output for
each individual area, designers will
generally base the required pipe spacing
on pre-determined required flow and return
water temperatures. Flow temperatures 
of 45°C and return temperatures of 35°C
are commonly used. 
Depending on the area in which
underfloor heating is to be installed, the
spacing requirements can take two
approaches. The spacing can be installed
to match the required heat output or the
pipe can be spaced closer together to
increase comfort and/or response time.
The latter approach may be beneficial if
the floor coverings are unknown or
undecided. Obliviously, the closer the pipe
spacing the more material will be required
and hence there will be an increase in
capital cost. 
The manufacturers of underfloor
heating pipework produce a range of
tables that cover the selection of pipework
and required spacing to achieve the
desired output. 
Generally in commercial installations
the underfloor heating circuit is arranged
as a secondary circuit from a primary
header. The primary header usually 
feeds various circuits such as AHU’s,
radiators and a calorifier, as illustrated 
in Figure C. 
There is an inherent disadvantage with
using this arrangement with underfloor
heating in that the boiler flow temperature
is matched to the highest requirement,
which is usually the AHU’s or calorifier. It
may be beneficial to consider separating
the lower temperature underfloor heating
loads by the use of condensing boilers or
heat pumps dedicated to the underfloor
heating load.
Installation issues 
The layout of the pipework is also vital 
to ensure a cost-effective and efficient
design. Too many manifolds can increase
the capital cost of the installation, and too
few can lead to pipework congestion, local
overheating and reduced control.
Generally as a guide the length of a
pipework circuit should not be more than
110 metres. Attention to the location of 
the manifolds needs to be considered, 
as particular areas of concern are where
pipes travel through a corridor to a
number of heated zones. This can lead to
pipework congestion resulting in
uncontrolled and local overheating.
It is also important to consult with the
structural engineer with regard to location
of all expansion joints. If underfloor
heating pipes pass through an expansion
joint in a structural slab, then these pipes
must be sleeved at least 200mm either
side of the expansion joint.
Unlike with conventional heating
systems, an underfloor heating specialist
is generally employed to install and
commission the heating system. This
specialist is generally a sub-contractor 
of the mechanical contractor. 
One of the key areas during installation
that needs to be strictly enforced, and is
not always complied with, is the
quarantine of the work areas during the
pipe-laying and covering. This is a vital
area of concern that can sometimes be
overlooked and needs close co-ordination
with the project schedule, main contractor
and associated sub-contractors. Damage
to the underfloor system from personnel
or equipment can easily occur where 
pipes are left exposed.
Controls
There are many ways of controlling
underfloor heating systems, from small-
scale residential to large commercial
building management systems. However,
the basic components remain the same.
The following components are commonly
used – electronic room temperature
sensors for each zone; outside
temperature sensor; electronic mixing
valves; two-port zone valves; and master
controller. 
It is highly recommended that a
weather-compensator be incorporated
into the underfloor heating design. This
raises the floor temperature as the outside
air temperature gets colder. This will be
beneficial in terms of comfort and also
energy efficiency. 
Costs
There is a preconception that 
underfloor heating is inevitably more
expensive to install than conventional
heating systems. This is not always the
case and projects involving over 
300sq m of underfloor heating can 
be cheaper in “install costs” to a
comparable conventional heating system.
As with all projects, an accurate cost
comparison should be conducted which
takes account of the whole life costs of
the system.
The running costs of underfloor heating
can also be very beneficial since, as 
we discussed earlier, the room air
temperature can be reduced by
approximately 2°C. This translates into 
a significant reduction in building heat
losses and energy consumption. The type
and height of a zone also has big impact
on the running cost – rooms with high
ceiling or atria can see significant
reductions in energy consumption where
underfloor heatin is incorporated.  ■12
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Figure C
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Initially involved in designing
underfloor heating systems for residential
and commercial projects, Unitherm soon
realised the necessity to be able to offer
integrated and total system solutions,
including complete controls packages. It 
is now renowned for supplying high-quality
products from European manufacturers
who have achieved the highest standards
and approvals such as Oventrop GmbH,
Fränkische, KaMo Systemtechnik,
Solartherm, Daikin, Mitsubishi Electric and
Worcester Bosch.
The benefits of properly-controlled
underfloor heating systems are
now well recognised and
widely accepted by
consultants,
specifiers,
architects, heating
engineers and
the general
public. The
Unitherm
underfloor
heating
system is
based
upon
German
technology and experiences over the last
35 years. The system components are
exported worldwide and have achieved an
enviable list of over 100 approvals and
accreditations in most European
countries. A most important element in
underfloor heating systems is the controls
and Unitherm promotes Danfoss
thermostats due to their reliability. 
All Unitherm underfloor heating systems
are individually designed and supplied
with supporting mechanical and electrical
layout CAD drawings. The company’s
strength is in its ability to interface with the
electrical contractor as well as the heating
installer. A 10-year warranty is offered on
systems designed, supplied and installed
in accordance with BS EN 1264.
Unitherm also offers a range of
innovative high-efficiency renewable heat
source solutions, such as geothermal heat
pumps from 6kW up to 26kW; Mitsubishi
and Daikin air-to-water heat pumps
ranging in outputs from 5kW up to 16kW;
Solartherm solar collector panels;
Evacuated solar tubes; Alpha condensing
gas boilers ranging from 12kW up to
115kW in both natural gas and LPG; Grant
condensing oil boilers, etc. 
Unitherm also provides a range of
WRAS-approved stainless steel single
coil, dual coil and triple coil cylinders from
200lts to 500lts, as well as a range of Eco-
combi multi-energy tanks with capacities
from 570lts to 2000lts, complete with 316L
stainless steel coils. These tanks can
combine heat pumps, solar panels and
solid fuel stoves or oil/gas boilers.
Unitherm has also designed and
supplied a number of district heating
projects including heating stations, heat
meters, data loggers, pre-insulated pipes,
as well as underfloor heating and controls. 
With offices in Dublin and Galway,
Unitherm Heating Systems has a team of
fully-trained engineers with many years
experience designing heating systems. At
its premises in Galway, Unitherm has an
SEAI-approved training facility with many
fully-working models of renewable energy
sources installed. The training courses
cover every facet of the renewable sector
and are run on a continuous basis
throughout the year.
Contact: Unitherm Dublin Office. 
Tel: 01– 610 9153; Fax: 01– 621 2939;
Galway Office. Tel: 091 – 380038; 
Fax: 091 – 380039: 
email: info@uni-therm.net; 
www.uni-therm.net ■
Unitherm Heating
Systems is one of 
the leading and most
innovative companies 
in Ireland for designing
and supplying quality
heating and DHW
systems solutions using
renewable and high-
efficiency technologies. 
Geothermal heat pump.
Eco-Combi Multi-
Energy tank.
Solartherm solar panel. 13
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Hitachi’s Yutaki heat pumps produce sanitary hot water and
heating like any oil or gas boiler but does so by transforming
renewable energy from the air outside into heat. Every 1kW of
electricity used to power the heat pump can provide up to 5kW 
of energy for heating; this can reduce heating bills by up to 60%
and cut CO2 emissions by 50% compared to traditional 
boiler-led systems. 
The extra innovation in the Yutaki-S80 is that it has two
compressors, working in a smart cascade system, with two
refrigerant cycles – R410a and R134a. To maximise seasonal
efficiency, the second refrigerant cycle is only operated as a
booster, when very high water temperature is required. Only one
cycle is used the rest of the time.
The Yutaki-S80 is ideal for existing properties, in particular older
establishments where higher water supply temperatures may be
required to keep the house warm. It is designed for boiler
substitution, offering heating and sanitary hot water all year round,
without boiler back-up. That said, it is also suitable for new builds.
The Yutaki-S80 is easy to install and operate. It is a split system,
using Hitachi’s IVX outdoor unit with a brand new stand-alone
indoor unit, which is designed and manufactured in Hitachi’s
purpose-built factory in Spain.
Six different models, covering a range from 10kW to 16kW, are
available in single phase or three phase versions. The indoor unit
is a standard width of 600mm, allowing seamless integration into
kitchens and utility rooms. It also includes a 200-litre or 260-litre
SHW tank.
The system is simple to control. Its wireless remote controller 
is a variation of the well-received and successful design used 
with the existing Yutaki-S system, which includes a helpful LCD
graphic display, one-touch holiday button, weekly timer and 
frost protection.
Fergus Daly, Area Sales Manager Ireland, Hitachi Air
Conditioning Europe SAS, said: “The Yutaki range is at the
forefront of technology in domestic heating and Hitachi is delighted
to bring the Yutaki-S80 to its customers, with its impressive array
of energy-efficient benefits.”
Other models in the Yutaki-S split system range – all of which
include auxiliary heating as standard, – are available with up to 
60°C leaving-water temperature and in capacities from 5.1kW 
to 24.0kW. This energy efficient range is Eurovent and NF PAC
certified and the 5.1kW model has a market-leading COP of 5.
Hitachi also manufactures a range of Yutaki-M Monobloc heat
pumps with outputs from 5kW to 17kW all with Microgeneration
Certification Scheme approval and NF PAC certification. The
Yutaki-M won Hitachi the “Heating Manufacturer of the Year” 
title at the InstallerLive Awards UK 2011, for its energy efficiency
and innovation. 
All of the Yutaki range can be connected to underfloor 
heating, convectors, radiators and domestic hot water tanks.
At the end of 2012 Hitachi will introduce the KNX Gateway,
allowing the full Yutaki range to be controlled by a BMS system.
The Yutampo is another heat pump in Hitachi’s range that can 
be installed independently of Yutaki-M or S. It comprises a 
single-split heat pump outdoor unit and an indoor, 262-litre
stainless steel tank. The outdoor unit is equipped with a DC
inverter compressor and facilitates a service water temperature 
of up to 65°C (with activated electric heating).
Training and support for all these systems is available for
installers at Hitachi Aircademy centres across Europe and through
its large distribution network. 
Contact: Fergus Daly, Area Sales Manager Ireland. 
Tel: 01 – 216 4406; email: Fergus.daly@hitachi-eu.com ■
Yutaki-S80 heat pump –
a hot innovation
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Hitachi’s Yutaki-S80 – which can
generate hot water up to 80oC – is the
latest innovative addition to its award-
winning heat pump range. The Yutaki
air to water heat pump already has the
highest COP on the market and this
new innovation makes further strides 
in seasonal efficiency.
The new
Yutaki-S80
heat pump
from
Hitachi.
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“Plenty has been said of the need for Ireland to follow mainland
Europe’s lead when it comes to the provision of heating and hot
water technologies. Underfloor heating (UFH) is one such
innovation which has been adopted on a large scale by our
continental counterparts, which suggests there is a real opportunity
for us to change our attitudes towards this technology in Ireland.
While the market for UFH remains healthy, rarely is it considered
standard practice for architects, specifiers or installers, which is
something we need to change in order to work towards achieving
our environmental targets.
“The technology itself is fairly simple. Heated floors act as low-
level radiators, distributing heat evenly into each room and
gradually warming the living space through a combination of
radiant energy and heat conduction. In a modern, well-insulated
home where heat loss factors have been taken into account, UFH
can act as the primary heat source, eliminating the need for
radiators and allowing more open space and fewer restrictions
within a room.
“What is also worth highlighting at this point is that there is no
minimum requirement for the technology, which can be installed
across a whole property or in an individual room, depending on
requirements. Pump mixing stations can also be provided to cater
for outputs of up to 25kW.
Sustainable solution
“In general, UFH can be more efficient than traditional radiators for
a number of reasons, as well as practically liberating a room so as
to be able to site furniture and furnishings wherever you want.
“Despite the simple nature of underfloor heating as a concept, 
the technology also has sustainability credentials. While radiators
generally require water to be heated to a temperature of around 
75-80°C, an UFH system typically requires water heated to 
between 40°C and 50°C. Because of the requirement for lower 
output from the primary heat source, renewable technologies 
such as ground or air source heat pumps are well-suited to being 
used in conjunction with UFH as they operate efficiently at low 
flow temperatures. 
“As we receive more information on the level of incentives on
offer for those who opt to have these technologies installed, we
expect interest in these technologies to grow, which is likely to see
more installers increase their awareness of the complete system
solutions available through manufacturers such as Worcester.
“A ground or air source heat pump in particular uses compressor
technology to give very high efficiencies in supplying heated water
to a connected property – a method which is ideal for low
temperature ‘trickle’ heating emitters such as underfloor.
“The versatility and operating temperatures of UFH as a
practical heating alternative also lends itself to condensing boilers,
which now probably account for the biggest number of
installations. It is estimated that the system will operate at
efficiency levels of at least 5% higher than higher-temperature
systems such as radiators.
“Heated water is circulated through continuous runs of
polybutylene pipes which are embedded into the screed of the
property. In the past, the complex routing of the pipework had 
been an issue for installers. However, most market leaders are
now providing a ready-made routing infrastructure as part of a
supplied package.
“This pipework is connected to a manifold which should
incorporate a flow meter as standard. Once subsequent
connection to a pump station is achieved, the temperature of the
circulated water can be constantly regulated.
“Crucially, UFH is suitable for both new-build and existing
properties as solutions can be tailored for both solid/screeded
floors and timber/suspended floors. A number of different controls
packages are also available, including wireless and 230V 
controls and recessed and surface mounted manifold cabinets.
Worcester’s dedicated heating design department is on hand to
produce a specification, material lists and detailed pipe layout
drawings for individual projects in the event that the installer
requires assistance.”
For more information on Worcester’s Greenfloor underfloor
heating package and associated system design service, log on to:
www.worcester-bosch.co.uk  ■
Despite the strength of the market for underfloor heating across mainland
Europe, the technology remains something of a “sleeping giant’” heating
technology in Ireland. Martyn Bridges, Director of Marketing & Technical
Support at Worcester, Bosch Group outlines the benefits of underfloor
heating and why it should be considered a worthwhile addition for homes
and appropriate commercial applications.
Worcester Bosch – unlocking 
the potential of  underfloor 
Martyn Bridges, Director of
Marketing & Technical Support
at Worcester, Bosch Group.
Greenfloor underfloor
heating being laid.
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For an underfloor heating system to work efficiently
and problem-free, all the components need to be compatible.
Many quality issues have arisen in the past because of
incorrect combinations of components, often purchased 
from different manufacturers.
It is for this reason that Myson devised the “complete
system assurance” concept which promotes the advantages
of using tried-and-tested component compatibility. Through a
combination of in-house design and planning, followed by
the installation of coordinated Myson components, Myson
can assure customers of efficient system performance.
“The complete system guarantee provides added value to
the installer and gives the consumer peace of mind”, says
Vincent Broderick of Potterton Myson. “Using a system with
components designed and built to be compatible with one
another is essential for the correct installation and running of
an underfloor system. A mix-and-match system is invariably
going to lead to problems, particularly when compared with
the Myson range which has been designed to fit together.
Long term, it pays to rely on completely compatible systems
from Myson instead of the tedious and risky self-assembly 
of mix-and-match alternatives”, concludes Vincent.
Contact: Potterton Myson Ireland. Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
email:post@potterton-myson.ie  
Seven reasons to choose Myson 
1. Myson is a bespoke underfloor heating system provided
with a complete system guarantee;
2. The system is tried and tested and, as part of the Rettig
Heating Group, is the largest underfloor heating company
in Europe;
3. Myson’s quality can be relied upon, unlike systems made
up of individual, incompatible components;
4. The installation is guided by Myson’s project-specific
system drawings;
5. The manifold comes in a chrome finish with branded
actuators that can easily fit into most modern homes.  
The blending valve is also situated here and can be easily
changed to suit the required flow temperature, which helps
to economise;
6. The Myson MF takes minimal time to assemble. It is
supplied almost complete – all that is required is the
connection of the pump/blending valve into the side of 
MF frame. There is no need for bends, tees or time-
consuming plumbing;
7. The thermostats are Myson branded and best suited to the
system. The MPRT programmable stat has three different
temperature settings, and these can be used 24/7 to make
sure the required heat is available at all times.
bs news ❙ July/August 2012
‘Installers get more 
from Myson’
When it comes to underfloor heating, Potterton Myson Ireland works hard 
to make life as easy as possible for installers. As an additional benefit, the
company also has an assurance package that gives both the installer and
homeowner peace of mind. 
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Toshiba heat pump on course
for two year payback    
The house in Enfield, Co Meathwas heated with LPG whichO’Donoghue found too
expensive to operate. “When Feargal
researched a suitable heat source for
his renovated home he was influenced
by the Toshiba Estia and paticularly the
unrivalled efficiencies Estia offers
compared to the competition,” said
Derek Phelan of Toshiba suppliers 
GT Phelan.
O’Donoghue – who
was looking for a
heat pump to meet
his space heating
needs but wasn’t
concerned with hot
water – waited until
Estia was launched
in Ireland in 2010
before making
enquiries to GT
Phelan, Toshiba's
sole Irish distributor.
The company, based
in Bray, Co Wicklow,
assisted him with
product selection,
and suggested an
approved installer to
engineer a solution
for the project.
Underfloor loops
were installed
throughout the
ground floor, with low
temperature radiators
providing heating to
upstairs bedrooms.
No additional
energy saving
measures were
applied to the
building.
When Estia was
installed it was configured to operate 
in conjunction with the existing boiler, 
to allow the boiler to provide heat
whenever external air temperatures 
fall below -50C. The Toshiba system
was also fitted with an energy metre,
allowing Feargal to monitor the 
power consumed.
The final bill for installing the Toshiba
air-to-water system amounted to
e7,000, minus a e2,000 grant. The
total fuel burn using LPG (January to
December 2010) amounted to e4,200
while the total electricity bill (January to
December 2011) amounted to e1,380 –
a reduction of over e2,800,
representing a two-year payback.
O’Donoghue is clearly impressed.
“The Toshiba air-to-water system is
simple to operate and has reduced 
my energy bills by approximately 60%,”
he said.
The Estia model HWS1403 produces
up to 14kW heat and operates with a
COP of 4.50 at an air temperature of
70C and a water supply temperature of
350C, with a maximum power input 
of 4kW.
GT Phelan has a long track record of
environmental stewardship stretching
back over 20 years. Company director
Derek Phelan introduced a system for
the safe disposal of refrigerant gases 
in 1992, a system which the company
subsequently rolled out across all
installers.
“At GT Phelan we’re genuinely
committed to reducing carbon
emissions, and to keeping our impact
on the environment to a minimum,”
Phelan said.
Contact: Derek Phelan, GT Phelan.
Tel: 01 – 286 4377; 
email: derek@gtphelan.ie;
www.gtphelan.ie. ■ 17
A Toshiba air source heat
pump installed in a
renovated station master's
house is on course to hit 
a two year payback.
Homeowner Feargal
O'Donoghue extended 
the house – a 96 sq m
Victorian house dating
back to 1846 – in 2006,
adding an additonal 
102 sq m. 
Feargal O’Donoghue’s house in Enfield, Co Meath.
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The European Union estimates that there are circa 85
million large electrical motors at work in the community, using 
70% of the energy used by industry.
It was therefore inevitable that electric motors would become part
of strict new regulations which are forcing industrial users, including
those involved in water-related applications such as wastewater
pumping, to become more efficient.
Already in place is the IE2 standards, which demand that all
single–speed, three-phase induction motors with output ratings from
0.75–375kW sold in the EU need to achieve as a minimum the IE2
efficiency level.
However, the European Union has not
stopped there. Due out in 2015, but already
focusing the minds and resources of pump
manufacturers, is the new IE3 Premium
Efficiency standard, a new efficiency class
in Europe which is identical to the USA
NEMA Premium class for 60Hz motors.
What’s more, the European Union also
plans to upgrade the standard further with
the introduction of an IE4 standard on a
date yet to be specified.
Pump manufacturers have therefore
been concentrating on IE3, while keeping
one eye on IE4. IE3 mandates that all
industrial motors between 7.5kW to 375kW
must either meet the higher IE3 premium
efficiency rating or at least meet the IE2
rating and be equipped with a variable
speed drive.
For motor users in the water industry, particularly those in
wastewater applications, the potential for energy savings is clear.
For a 1kW motor, roughly 8% of its input energy is saved 
by going from IE1 to IE2. By converting from IE1 to IE3 around 
11% is saved.
Pump manufacturers have, as a result, been investing heavily in
R&D in order to produce pumps capable of not only attaining IE3
but also giving them a head start when IE4 comes around.
One of the ways of meeting, and even exceeding, the new
regulations is to use a line started permanent magnet (LSPM)
motor. The first big advantage of an LSPM motor is that the motor
itself can be made significantly smaller while generating the same
amount of power. In turn the smaller size of an LSPM motor means
that this type of motor is inherently more sustainable than induction
motors due to the fact that they use less iron and copper.
The second big advantage of an LSPM motor, such as the 
type used in Flygt Experior, is that this type of pump is capable of
generating significant efficiencies. For example, Flygt Experior is
capable of up to 4% higher efficiency than the current IE3 standard.  
Additional energy saving benefits are also available. LSPM
motors used for variable frequency duties are capable of high
sustained efficiency at lower speeds with circa 3% additional energy
savings the norm in comparison to an induction motor. 
What’s more, there are ancillary benefits which can further
reduce cost. Lower bearing temperature can prolong motor and
bearing lifespan and an LSPM motor also enables the use of
smaller breakers and reduced cable dimensions. This means that
the replacement of the control panel is not required which can make
a significant contribution to cost reduction when upgrading a
pumping station. 
However, it would be wrong for pump users to merely identify the
motor as a target for energy efficiency measures. While the motor
can deliver efficiency in line with IE3, many pump users in the water
industry are under pressure to find other ways of reducing costs.
Fortunately, beyond the motor and drive, there are various ways in
which “intelligence”, through monitoring and control, can be used to
deliver big savings in energy usage.
It is not uncommon to experience pump clogging or
sedimentation in the pipes. Often this is due to the fact that the
parameters in the VFD have not been set in a correct way.
Parameters are hard to set and require the skills of a trained
engineer to ensure that the VFD is suited to wastewater pumping.
The answer might lie with intelligent pump control functions like
Flygt SmartRun which is a unique software for wastewater
applications – a “plug and play” product with the ability to reduce
energy consumption in a pumping station by up to 30% compared
to conventional on/off control.
The software works by securing the speed of the pump to its
optimal energy level without the use of a flow meter or any other
external measurement equipment. In combination with an LSPM
motor there is the possibility for even further savings derived from
the ability to maintain motor efficiency at lower speeds compared to
premium motors of a conventional design.
The tightening regulatory environment is setting a high bar for
pump users to get over, but new technologies such as LSPM
motors and intelligent pump control can help end users both 
adhere to the new regulations and save money.
For more information on Flygt Experior visit
www.xylemwatersolutions.com/ie or call 01 - 452 4444. ■
European Union regulations are demanding ever more energy
efficient motors. Tony Price, Market Development Manager at Xylem
Water Solutions reviews the new regulations and highlights the role
that permanent magnet motors can play in reducing energy costs.
Get into line with the new IE3 regulations
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Flygt
Experior
breakdown
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The NSAI is soon to publish an
Irish Standards Recommendation,
SR 50, which will be a Building
Services Code of Practice (COP) 
for the heating and plumbing trade.
The COP will initially have three
parts – SR 50-1: Domestic plumbing
for hot water and heating; SR 50-2:
Thermal solar systems; SR 50-3:
Domestic plumbing for cold water
systems.  
The function of the SR 50 heating
and plumbing documents is to lay
out a Code of Practice for plumbing
works carried out on domestic
dwellings using solid fuel, gas, oil
and other fuels for heating. It is
envisaged that the SR 50
documents may be used as part of
an industry training course in the
future with a regulatory regime not
unlike the Registered Gas Installer
(RGI) scheme in effect since June
2009. The SR 50 documents are
aimed not only at trainee plumbers
and heating installers but also at the
mature craftsmen who may obtain
new knowledge on their craft.
The committee and its projects
are being project managed by
Fergal Finn. Each part of SR 50 will
be published when all the public
enquiry comments have been
addressed. NSAI plans to publish
SR 50-2 in September 2012 with
this part laying out the requirements
for installing solar thermal systems
in domestic dwellings. Due to the
extensive scope of the domestic
plumbing for water systems and
heating, it is expected that the hot
water systems and heating, SR 50-1,
will be published by the end of the
year and the cold water SR 50-3 to
follow in 2013.
In addition to the work being
carried out by the Building Services
Committee, the NSAI Gas Technical
Standards Committee (GTSC) is in
the final stages of preparing the
revised public comment draft of 
the Irish Standard for domestic gas
installations, IS 813.  A draft should
be expected for public comment 
in September 2012.
It is worth noting that the work
carried out in the development of
Irish Standards is done by NSAI
technical committees made up of
industry experts who freely
volunteer their time on behalf of
their companies, associations and
organisations for the benefit of the
industry. NSAI would like to take 
this opportunity to acknowledge
those industry experts who
contribute to the development of
Irish Standards. 
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The NSAI Building Services Standards Committee (BSSC) has been developing a much
anticipated Irish Standard Recommendation (SR) for the heating and plumbing trade,
writes Fergal Finn, Standards Officer for the BSSC and the Gas Technical Standards
Committee (GTSC). A draft made available for public 
enquiry was met with great interest with over 220 
comments being submitted to the NSAI.
Badly-needed heating and
plumbing standard imminent 
SR 50-1
Building services
Code of practice
Part 1: Domestic plumbing for
hot water and heating
SR 50-2
Building services
Code of practice
Part 2: Thermal solar systems
SR 50-2
Building services
Code of practice 
Part 3: Domestic plumbing and
cold water systems
Fergal Finn, Standards Officer, 
Direct tel: 01- 807 3852 
email: fergal.finn@nsai.ie   
Heating and Plumbing Standard
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Prompted by members to organise more social occasions – as opposed to the
technical, conference and seminar programmes – CIBSE Republic of Ireland Region
held a BBQ in Dicey Reilley’s in Harcourt St, Dublin 2, during the last week in July. 
People started to arrive from 6.30pm onwards and food was still being served up as
late as 8.30pm. 
For a first-time event it proved very successful. The food and craic was excellent,
while the older members in attendance gradually became accustomed to the frenetic
buzz and loud music. 
The sensible among us started to drift homewards at about 10.30pm while the
younger contingent – and braver older contingent – stayed on with the intention of
drifting up the road to “Coppers”. What transpired after that remains “on tour!” ■
CIBSE BBQ success 
David Doherty with Sean Dowd.
Jim Rogers with Sharon Flynn.
Enda Gilroy with Derek Mowlds. John Furlong with Brian West. Pat Barry with Margaret Dolan.
Darren Yourell with Terry Stapleton.
20
Derek Mowlds, Paul Falvey and Gary
McKeown.
Greg Traynor with Khalida Kamaril.
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Panasonic Aquarea 3kW and 5kW
perfect solution for low energy homes 
Vincent Mahony, Ireland Country Managerfor Panasonic Heating and Cooling,said: “These new Aquarea 3kW and
5kW models offer amazing energy savings. 
In fact, the Aquarea 3.2kW model achieves 
a COP (coefficient of performance) of 5 at
temperatures of 7oC. It is also capable of
maintaining capacity and efficiency at outdoor
temperatures as low as -20oC.
With a compact design, the units are small,
making them perfect for social housing, small
homes and apartments. The units are also
suitable for balconies and ground floor, garden
flats. They address the requirement for energy-
efficient units for homes with a low heating
demand and, in doing so, are much more
flexible and cost-effective than a traditional
fossil fuel boiler.” 
Super-efficient
Thanks to the system's high degree of
technology and advanced control, the Aquarea
heat pump is capable of maintaining a high
capacity and efficiency, even at outdoor
temperatures as low as -20oC. To further
improve the system’s energy efficiency, the
new Aquarea units feature an A-class pump
with three different speeds to adjust to the
required water flow. 
Panasonic's software has been adapted to
the requirements of low consumption homes 
in order to optimise the unit's energy
consumption, which ensures that whatever the
weather, Aquarea will always deliver maximum
efficiency. In combination with the new
Panasonic HR200 sanitary hot water tank, the
3kW and 5kW units deliver hot water at a
temperature of up to 55oC, even at outside
temperatures as low as -15oC.  
The HR200 tank is specially designed for
connection to heat pumps, features a 1.8m²
surface, and is extremely efficient. It therefore
ensures that hot water production is conducted
in the most energy efficient way.    
These Aquarea units are single-phase and
bi-bloc, separate indoor and outdoor units. 
The outdoor units are super-quiet and have 
a rating of only 47/48dB – ideal for installation
in apartment blocks and high-density living 
where quiet units are required to avoid
upsetting neighbours.
Simple control
Both Aquarea models offer optimum control,
thanks to a room temperature thermostat and
built-in management of the hot water cylinder
and heating. Panasonic has also added the
innovative IntesisHome smartphone control,
designed by Intesis Software, to the Aquarea
range. By downloading the app home owners
can control their heating and cooling via a
mobile. Both iPhone and Android 
versions are available.
These new models fully satisfy all relevant
European regulations, including the new RT
2012 (Règlementation Thermique 2012), 
the very high standard for thermal performance
in France. Both models also use the
environmentally-friendly refrigerant gas R410A. 
Contact: Vincent Mahony, Panasonic Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 413 5311; Mobile: 087 – 969 4221;
email: vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com  ■
Panasonic has
extended its Aquarea
range of air-to-water
heat pumps with the
introduction of new
low-capacity 3kW 
and 5kW bi-bloc units.
Specially designed 
for low consumption
homes, there are
“heating only” and
“heating and cooling”
versions. Panasonic’s
patented refrigeration
cycle and flow control
are combined with 
a high efficiency
inverter and heat
exchange module to
deliver impressive
energy savings. 
Above: The Panasonic
IntesisHome smartphone
control.
Right: The Panasonic
Aquarea outdoor and
indoor units. 21
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The Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers 
(Republic of Ireland Region) 
	

Dear Member/Supporter, 
Our annual golf outing this year is a social event and is aimed at generating funds for 
the very busy programme in 2012-13 for the Irish Region. 
We would again appreciate your support in sponsoring a team to make the outing an 
enjoyable and successful day. In light of economic circumstances we have been able to 
maintain the reduced entry fees again this year. 
Date:     Friday 07th September, 2012                                                   
Venue:    Edmondstown Golf Club, Rathfarnham, Dublin 16.                    
Tee Times:    12.30 pm – 3.00 pm                                                                 
Meal / Prizes:   Dinner on completion of golf followed by                               
                                             presentation of prizes at 8.00 pm                                               
Entry Fees:    Golf Only 340.00 per Team                                                           
     Golf & Dinner 490.00 per Team   
     Dinner Only 50.00 per Person                                                
Golf Competition:   4 Person team event Scramble competition for     
     the P.J. Doyle Trophy.                                   
Company Name Contact Contact No: 
Golf Only Golf & Dinner Dinner Only 
No. Of Teams required 
 
No. Of Teams required No. Of Teams required 
 
Timesheet allocations will be made upon receipt of this notice with payment cheque. 
Please return together with payment to: 
Declan Kissane                                                                                                                       
Unitherm Heating Systems Ltd.                                                                                                               
Peamount Business Centre,                                                                                                                      
Newcastle,                                                                                                                                                
Co. Dublin.                                                                                                                                              
Tel: 6109153                                                                                                                                         
Fax: 6212939                                                                                                                                     
Cheques to be made payable to:  CIBSE Social Account                          22

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Eco-Design Directive 
2013
Daikin
Today
bs news ❙ July/August 2012
Seasonal efficiency is a more accurate
representation of actual system performance … 
– Where efficiency was previously measured at a single
outdoor temperature (35°C for cooling, 7°C for heating),
seasonal efficiency uses a range of outdoor temperatures
that more accurately reflect actual performance over an
entire season; 
– Where efficiency was previously measured with systems
running at full capacity (most systems seldom operate at full
capacity), seasonal efficiency emphasises the more realistic
partial load efficiency; 
– Where efficiency measurements previously ignored auxiliary
modes such as standby, seasonal efficiency includes the
significant levels of energy consumption that take place
while the system is “off”.
Seasonal efficiency measurements on air conditioning
systems thus reward designs that optimise overall energy use
over an entire season under real-life conditions. 
Daikin continues to rise to the challenge
While the legislation mandating the seasonal efficiency
standard for comfort cooling systems under 12kW will only
come into effect in 2013, Daikin Europe NV has already taken
pioneering steps towards its implementation. 
In addition to providing industry-relevant input to the
legislators drafting the standard, Daikin was the first to publish
season performance figures for its residential and commercial
air conditioners, and the first (in 2010) to integrate Eco-design
principles (designing for seasonal efficiency) in its Sky Air
Seasonal Inverter line for light commercial use. 
In line with its leadership role in seasonal efficiency, Daikin is
proud to announce a further expansion of the Sky Air seasonal
efficiency portfolio. The improved seasonal efficiency of the
new Sky Air units results in substantial energy savings for
shops, restaurants, offices and small hotels.
Sky Air seasonal efficiency portfolio
The Sky Air seasonal efficiency lines offer two paths to
seasonal efficiency — the RZOG-L Seasonal Smart for top
seasonal efficiency, and the RZOSG-L Seasonal Classic for
applications requiring less flexibility. Both lines of outdoor units
offer improvements of more than 40% (*FCQHG100F +
RZQG100L7V1 SEER values compared with previous
FCQH100D + RZQ100D9V1) with respect to present Sky 
Air systems. 
The full range of indoor units supported by both systems
makes either solution a logical choice for small business
owners concerned about economy and ecology. The new
FCQG & FCQHG round flow cassette is setting the standard
for comfort and efficiency. It boasts 360° air distribution and
optional room and floor sensors, depending on the current
room temperature, occupation levels, and even the location of
people in the room. 
The FBQ-C8, FDQ-C, FDQ-B concealed ceiling units feature
an inverter-driven fan for maximum partial load efficiency, an
enhanced controller for optimum, efficient system control, and
whisper-quiet operation. Completing the line-up is the equally
redesigned FVQ floor-standing unit, as well as the new FAQ
wall-mounted unit, both with a new casing. 
The FFQ 600x600 4-way blow cassette and FHQG ceiling
suspended cassette have been redesigned to be able to
deliver high seasonal efficiency values. Thus there is a Daikin
seasonal efficiency solution for a range of light commercial
applications, and for a range of budgets. 
The Sky Air seasonal efficiency portfolio is just one more
reflection of Daikin Europe NV’s continuous concern for ever-
more efficient, cost-effective and environmentally friendly
building comfort solutions. 
Contact: Mark Smyth, Daikin. Tel: 01 – 642 3430; 
email: smyth.r@daikin.ie; www.daikin.ie/commercial/
needs/air-conditioning  ■ 23
Environmental issues such as global warming and decreasing stocks of fossil
fuels have resulted in the need for more efficient climate control systems. This has
been expressed in aggressive European environmental targets to be met by the
year 2020, commonly referred to as the 20-20-20 targets. To 
effectively realise these targets, Europe has also mandated 
more realistic measurements of actual system efficiency: 
so called seasonal efficiency. 
Daikin leads the way 
in seasonal efficiency 
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A
postcard 
from 
abroad
Alan Dugg
an
Arup Toro
nto
Greetings from the city 
of Toronto. It is now
almost five months since
we landed in this fantastic
city. Cars sold, house
emptied and rented out,
and “au revoirs” to family
and friends, we set out 
on our journey with 10
suitcases and five
shoulder bags in hand,
while a container of our
life and household goods
followed on the high sea.
We arrived late at nightinto the city lights but not even the illuminated
CN Tower could keep our youngest
Roisin awake as we glided into a
hotel in downtown Toronto which
was to be our home for the next
three weeks. 
Over the next few days we
touched base with the Arup office,
visited some prospective rental
houses, obtained our Social
Insurance Numbers, applied for our
OHIP health cards and set up bank
accounts. Work over, we visited the
CN tower, the tallest free-standing
structure in the Americas at 553m.
This generated many “oohs and
View from Alan’s office of downtown Toronto
showing the CN tower on the right and cranes
in the skyline.
24
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aahs”, particularly when walking
over the glass floor 400m up in 
the air. 
As luck would have it, our first
weekend in Toronto coincided with
the St Patrick's Day celebrations.
The weather was unseasonably
warm and we were able to enjoy an
impressive parade before heading
to the Toronto Islands. The islands
are a tranquil and beautiful oasis to
look back at the wonderful skyline
of Toronto. However, the kids were
disappointed to find that nothing 
on the island opens until May.
I started work in Arup Toronto on
12 March while the family enjoyed
a three-week holiday visiting most
of the sights that Toronto has to
offer. We moved into our house at
the end of March and the following
Monday school Canadian-style
started for the kids. Much gnashing
of teeth from our eldest who is 
now obliged to learn French for the
first time. Tadhg our middle child
moans about having to get out of
bed early after a month off, while
our youngest Roisin reveled in
sauntering into kindergarten at
12.30pm and finishing at 3.10pm.
Little do they know I’m arranging
Irish lessons from September
onwards!
Outside school Rory is enjoying
soccer, and was recently invited up
to join the select team! Tadgh has
really gotten into baseball and
Roisin is enjoying skating lessons.
Mom and pop now spend seven
evenings a week driving them 
to the various venues.
Work is busy taking charge and
showing leadership to a new,
young and energetic team of 22
people. We are busy on a number
of projects, including two new
subway stations under construction;
scheme and design development
for a further two subway stations;
bid support for three stadia
(Hamilton football stadium, York
athletic stadium and Milton
velodrome) which are to be built 
for the Pan-Am games in 2015;
detailed design for an under-lake
pedestrian tunnel out to the Toronto
Islands airport; and an office fit-out. 
Generally mechanical work is not
too dissimilar to what we do in
Ireland, but the electrical codes do
seem to be from a distant planet.
I’m also getting my head around
the fire codes that at times seem
counter-intuitive. Everything here 
is sprinklered, including swimming
pools and ice rinks, and as a
consequence smoke detectors 
are generally not required!
Arup have been in the Americas
for the last 25 years and in 
Toronto since 2000. Our building
engineering offering is less than
two years old and marketing is
obviously a big part of my job.
There are definitely more
opportunities here than at home
(not hard says you) with cranes
dotted all over the skyline.
However, breaking into the market
is tough, particularly for public
work. Infrastructure Ontario control
a huge amount of public work
projects and add layer upon layer
of bureaucracy to the entire
process, all in the interest of
“fairness”. One word of caution in
the GTA is that while there are 180
high rise projects on site or due to
hit site in the next 12 months, 
the vast majority of these are
residential condos. Sound familiar?
The real boom in Canada is out
in Alberta and is in support of the
oil sands industry there. Canadian
contractors and consultants are
recruiting in Ireland to assist with
working on these projects. Be
aware that the housing and social
infrastructure to assist this boom is
Toronto Islands ferry.
There are definitely more opportunities here 
than at home (not hard says you) with 
cranes dotted all over the skyline
25
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lagging behind – this means 
plenty of construction jobs, but
accommodation can be very
expensive, if it is available at all.
Also, the oil extraction locations are
pretty remote and will be hot hot hot
in summer and icy-cold in winter.
The weather so far in Toronto 
by the way has been fantastic and
it really helps with the outdoor
lifestyle here. Let’s see what winter
brings. Below I’ve added a few
watch-its if you are considering 
a move to Toronto or to Canada. 
In general:
Immigration 
Make sure you have a job offer and
all your paperwork in place before
you arrive. Immigration is tight and
will have no hesitation in sending
you home on the next available
flight if you arrive without it.
Engineer
The title of Engineer is highly
regulated in Canada and it is illegal
to call oneself an engineer unless
you have obtained the title
Professional Engineer (P. Eng.)
which is equivalent to Chartered
Engineer status. While Engineers
Canada were signatories to the
Washington Accord, it is the
individual provinces who are
responsible for the control of
professional titles. 
There is a minimum 12-month
training period and exams to be
taken before one is conferred with
a P. Eng. A further difficulty is that
the term Building Services
Engineer is unknown in Canada
and degrees from abroad bearing
that title are not recognised, at
least not in Ontario, meaning that
up to 12 3-hour written exams must
be taken, along with the associated
study time. We think we may have
found an easier route through
British Columbia but it will be a 
few months before we know the
outcome of same. Those with a
straight mechanical or electrical
engineering degree should have 
a more straightforward path to
obtaining P. Eng.
Cost of Living
Toronto is at least 15% more
expensive than Dublin. Groceries
are generally less expensive, but
dairy is expensive. Eating out is
generally cheaper than home 
but beer and wine is much more
expensive, particularly downtown.
Housing
There is a reasonable supply of
housing available in the GTA but 
it can be expensive. The closer 
you get to downtown it is likely to
be an apartment in one of the 
new condominium towers.
Those thinking of buying should be
aware that mortgages are tightly
regulated. The max loan to value
allowable is 80% and max term is
25 years. House prices have been
increasing 8% to 10% annually
over the last decade and there 
are some concerns regarding a
housing market bubble.
Transportation
Toronto has a pretty good
integrated public transportation
infrastructure. There are two main
subway lines running north/south
and east/west, (soon to be
extended). The bus service links
well with the subway and trolley
buses, while novel, tend to be slow.
The wider GTA area is served by
the Go suburban rail system. 
Cars and petrol at $1.25 a litre
are cheaper than home, but car
insurance is horrendously
expensive in Ontario and in the
GTA in particular. That 10 years 
no claims bonus you carefully
minded in Ireland cuts no ice 
with the insurance companies here,
but will at least allow you to get a
quotation. Expect to pay at least
$3000 for a standard family car.
Also, while holders of British driving
licences can swap theirs for a
Canadian equivalent, Irish licence
holders must sit both a theory and
drivers test.
Credit
New immigrants to Canada will 
find it hard to obtain credit.
Obtaining a Canadian credit card 
is not easy and expect to receive 
a very low limit initially.  ■
Trolley buses, while novel, tend to be slow.26
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House prices in Dublin appear
to be stabilising and I can certainly
see more “Sold” signs which
hopefully will lead to increased
activity in the repair and
maintenance element of 
your businesses. 
The market has its challenges and
it has never been more important
than now to run an efficient and 
lean business.
The following 10 areas ensure that
you will have solid foundations on
which to build your business,
Cashflow
Cash is king … need I say
more! Be organised, collect
monies due in an orderly and
timely fashion; 
Tax
You need to understand
what you are liable for … no
surprises will be welcome
here!;
Create proper contract
I covered this point already –
see bs news May/June 2012.
Write it all down and get
customer sign-off before you
start work;
Ensure you are insured
Public liability insurance is
essential. You should also
include contents insurance;
Health and Safety
You can’t afford to ignore this. There
are specialists out there who can
help. Take their advice; 
IT
Whatever size your business is,
evaluate your IT system to ensure 
it supports your business now, and
what you plan into the future;
Bank Manager
Keep in regular contact. They are
often well connected and can offer
access to advice on your business;
Resist taking on fixed costs
Stay flexible/lean;
First impressions
They do count so be presentable,
tidy and organised. It could make
the difference;
Testimonials
A happy customer is your best
advert … don’t be afraid to ask if
you can use them as a reference.
If you can run through the 10-point
checklist above you will have
covered the key points. In doing so,
there may even be a point 11.
Enthusiasm and Drive 
Look forward, not back. Dwelling on
the “what if’s?” and “might have
beens” is pointless. Make a
conscious decision to influence your
future. The good old days are now
and tomorrow! ■
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‘The good old
days are now!’
by Paul Clancy, 
Managing Director, 
Potterton Myson Ireland.
27
The heading above is a quote by the American novelist
Tom Clancy … it does reflect a sense of looking
forward rather than back. We all know it is difficult out
there but there are some positive signs emerging.
Hi ho, hi
ho, it’s
off to
work 
I go …
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BREEAM is an internationally
recognised measure of a building’s
sustainability. Some 245,000 buildings 
have been BREEAM certified, with a further
950,000 registered for certification. While
many of these are in the UK, increasing
numbers are now in more than 50 other
countries. 
Highly flexible, the BREEAM standard can
be applied to a very wide range of building
types and locations, with versions for new
buildings, existing buildings, refurbishment
projects and large developments. These
projects are assessed, rated and certified on 
a scale of Pass, Good, Very Good, Excellent
and Outstanding.
Impartial
The BREEAM assessment process is based
on an international network of more than 2600
fully-trained and licensed, independent
BREEAM Assessors. This approach gives the
added assurance that BREEAM-rated
buildings are genuinely as sustainable as they
claim – and that the highest-scoring buildings
represent some of the best examples of
sustainable design and construction. Ratings
determined by the assessors are subject to
quality assurance by BRE Global, which
manages BREEAM.
The use of independent assessors reflects
the impartial ethos of the BRE Group, which
comprises BRE, BRE Global and FBE
Management. The Group is owned by BRE
Trust, a charitable company that aims to
advance knowledge, innovation and
communication in all matters concerning the
built environment. This ownership structure
has enabled the Group to be held as a stand-
alone asset, independent of specific
commercial interests. 
Scientifically robust
BRE has been at the forefront of scientific
research and development in the built
environment sectors for more than 90 years,
and in recent decades has taken a leading
role in sustainability. This experience,
expertise and ongoing research provides the
robust science that underpins BREEAM and 
is key to its enduring success. 
Introduced in 1990, BREEAM is now the
world’s longest-established and most widely-
used environmental assessment method for
buildings. A tried and tested standard, it is
nevertheless regularly updated in line with
new developments, evolving legislation,
feedback from users, and consultations with
professionals and experts around the industry.
The current standard was launched in 2011
and the next update is due in 2013.
Holistic
The BREEAM assessment encompasses
sustainability in its widest sense – not just
energy use and carbon emissions, but also 
a wide range of issues concerned with water
consumption, health and wellbeing, pollution,
transport, materials, waste, ecology and
management. 
Issues covered in the area of health and
wellbeing, for example, include microbial
contamination to ensure that building 
services are designed to reduce the risk 
of legionellosis in operation.
Driving sustainability
The aim of BREEAM is not only to recognise
and reward buildings with genuinely
sustainable credentials, but also to improve
sustainability in those buildings and in the built
environment as a whole. The targets set by
the BREEAM standard encourage and help
developers and project teams to push beyond
regulatory requirements for sustainability.
Since its launch
in 1990, BREEAM
has become
known around
the world as a
mark of quality
for sustainable
construction.
BREEAM
International 
Key Account
Manager, Pauline
Tzachrista,
reviews some of
the key elements
that have made
BREEAM so
influential, and
explains how to
become involved
in the scheme.
BREEAM – quality mark for
sustainable construction 
28
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Early engagement with BREEAM, so
that sustainability issues are considered
from the outset rather than “bolted on”
later in the process, helps to ensure that
maximum benefit is achieved at little or
no extra cost. The early involvement of
the BREEAM assessor, with his or her
extensive knowledge and experience 
in gaining the best sustainability
outcomes, is similarly beneficial. 
Market recognition
A BREEAM rating can make a building
more marketable, both to tenants and
purchasers because BREEAM is
recognised as a mark of quality for
sustainable construction – and for its
potential for cutting operational costs.
BREEAM can be used anywhere in
the world. In Europe there is a scheme
specifically for office, retail and industrial
buildings – BREEAM Europe
Commercial – and there are also a
growing number of country-specific
BREEAM schemes operated by
National Scheme Operators (NSOs).
For buildings that fall outside the
scope of the BREEAM Europe
Commercial scheme and NSO-operated
schemes, the International Bespoke
version of BREEAM can assess single
developments. Tailored to suit local
circumstances, it can be used at the
design, construction, initial occupation
and refurbishment stages of a 
building’s lifecycle. 
Getting involved
Many building services engineers and
building professionals of all kinds are
variously involved in BREEAM. For
example they can:
– Attend awareness training courses to
extend their knowledge of built
environment sustainability;
– Obtain professional qualifications, 
for example becoming BREEAM
Accredited Professionals (APs).
BREEAM APs can have important
roles in projects seeking BREEAM
ratings or greater sustainability in
general; 
– Become licensed BREEAM
Assessors. This involves completing
a three-day training course followed
by an exam and a homework case-
study exercise to be completed 
within three months. The resulting
BREEAM International Licence also
allows them to carry out
assessments using the BREEAM
Europe Commercial scheme. 
– Initiate or participate in the process
that leads to their organisation
becoming a National Scheme
Operator. 
Contact: Pauline Tzachrista,
BREEAM International Key Account
Manager. Tel: 0044 - 1923 664462,
email: breeam@bre.co.uk;
www.breeam.org ■
Below: The Houghton Primary Care
Centre in Sunderland is the first
healthcare building in the UK to achieve
a BREEAM Outstanding rating, going
beyond the Department of Health’s
requirements to achieve a BREEAM
Excellent rating for new buildings.
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Wuhan Tiandi Riverview Plaza, the first
Chinese development to be awarded
BREEAM Certification.
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On that date Carrier, a young research
engineer just a year out of Cornell
University, finalised the design to
stabilise the humidity in the air so the
dimensions of the paper at the Sackett
& Wilhelms Lithography and Printing
Company in Brooklyn, New York, would
remain constant throughout the printing
process. Since then this innovation has
been applied to everything from
shopping malls to manufacturing
facilities, buses to businesses and
houses to hospitals – all looking to
establish a comfortable environment. 
In the early 1900s, air conditioning
was primarily an industrial application
that enabled countless industries to
thrive with candy-making companies,
textile mills and theatres some of the
most enthusiastic early adopters. Over
the years, Carrier's innovations looked
to make possible what was previously
impossible. Today its focus remains 
true to its heritage as it continually
pushes the envelope to create energy
efficient, environmentally responsible
products for both commercial and
residential applications in all areas of
the world.
A leading engineer of his day, Carrier
filed more than 80 patents over the
course of his career. To celebrate the
110th milestone, the company has
established a new website,
www.WillisCarrier.com, which is
dedicated to its rich history. It contains
little-known vignettes about Willis
Carrier's life and work. The company
also published a specially-commissioned
144-page, hardcover book, called
Weathermakers to the World, which is
now available on Amazon.com. This
chronicles the entrepreneurial spirit of
Willis Carrier and the robust history of
modern air conditioning.
At 25 years old, Willis Carrier's
foresight forever changed the world and
paved the way for more than a century
of once-impossible innovations. His
genius created an entire industry
essential to global productivity and
personal comfort.
Apart from the rest of the world,
Carrier has always been to the 
forefront of the development of the air
conditioning industry in Ireland, and 
is now represented by Core Air
Conditioning.
Contact: Austin McDermott, Managing
Director Core AC. Tel: 01 – 409 8912;
email: austin@coreac.com 
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What started as an invention to control humidity in a New York
printing plant in 1902 has forever changed the way people around
the world live, work and play. Last 17 July marked the 110th
anniversary of the invention of modern air conditioning by Dr Willis
H Carrier (left), inventor and founder of Carrier, the world's leader in
high technology heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration. 
30
Carrier celebrates 110 years of  making
the world a cool place to live
In this artist's conceptualisation, Willis Carrier starts the
engine that will drive the world's first modern air-conditioning
system in the summer of 1902. This illustration appeared in
the August 1954 edition of Steelways magazine which noted,
thanks to Carrier, that "air conditioning spread through the
industry like a cool breeze."
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back issuesRotary in
receivership 
As we went to press Michael
McAteer of Grant Thornton was
appointed Receiver and Manager of
Rotary M&E Services (Ireland) Ltd. 
Alarms bells initially sounded
back in May when Australian parent
firm Hastie Group entered
administration. However, at the time
Phil Laidlaw, Chief Executive Officer
at Rotary UK and Ireland, said the
situation presented an opportunity
for Rotary UK and 
ROI to emerge as a separate
independent group.
The intention then was for a rapid
sale of the Rotary UK and Ireland
businesses as going concerns. Mr
Laidlaw was quoted as saying that
the two stand-alone operations were
not in any form of insolvency and
that they would continue to be
operated under 
the control of the existing directors
and management team on a
“business as usual” basis.
However, the situation
deteriorated since then and, with no
firm offer for the businesses, the
receiver was appointed on 27 July
last. While creditors were aware of
the difficulties, they were still taken
by surprise at the suddenness of
the announcement.
G&L Beijer
acquires
Gasco
Congratulations Mark Kiely
(below) on the news that G&L
Beijer AB has acquired 100% of
the Irish refrigeration company
Gasco Ireland Ltd. The
acquisition is a step forward in
the consolidation of the Irish
market and establishes G&L
Beijer as one of the leading
refrigeration wholesalers in
Ireland. 
Gasco is strong within
refrigerants and complements
G&L Beijer’s existing operation
in Ireland – Dean & Wood –
which has its main focus on
refrigeration products and air
conditioning. Both operations
will now be merged to generate
synergy gains through cost
savings. 
The acquisition also involves
an extended product programme
with the opportunity to reach
additional customer groups 
with an improved product and
service offering. 
Mark will continue at the helm
of the new venture and it is
expected that further details will
be revealed over the coming
month.
St Michael Medallion 
for Smartt 
John Smartt, Past President of the Chartered Institute of
Plumbing & Heating Engineering (CIPHE), has been presented
with the St Michael Medallion by The Worshipful Company of
Plumbers (WCP). John received the award for his outstanding
contribution to plumbing education and training in Ireland.
In his capacity as head of
the teaching team at DIT
Bolton St, he pioneered the
development of City 
& Guilds Higher Professional
Diploma Level 4 Building
Services Engineering 4467
(Plumbing).
Besides being the Chief
Advising Examiner in
Plumbing for Ireland’s 
national skills competition 
and plumbing expert for 
Team Ireland, John has
completed four terms as Chief
Plumbing Expert at the WorldSkills competitions. 
It is some mark of the man that, even in retirement, the honours
are still being bestowed on him.
Photo shows John (right) receivng the award from Antony
Paterson-Fox, Master of the Plumbers’ Company.
RACGS trounces NRGS
Judging by the grins on the faces of these
members of Team RACGS, it is easy to tell who won
the annual RACGS v NRGS annual golf challenge
for 2012. RACGS scored an emphatic victory, made
all the sweeter by the fact that they were playing on
NRGS home ground. Full report in next issue of 
bs news.
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Purchase and install any Greenstar i System, CDi, Si or Ri condensing boiler, 
or any Greenstar oil-fired boiler, before 31st December 2012 and your customers 
will receive a 5 year guarantee for the boiler and 5 years’ peace of mind.
Call +44 845 313 0058 
or visit www.worcester-bosch.ie/5year 
to find out more.
Everything you need...
backed up with a 5 year guarantee
TRAINING
SERVICE
COURSES
SUSTAINABLE
GUARANTEE
SOLUTIONS
ADVICE
ADVICE
DURABLE
SYSTEM
PROVEN
PEACE OF MIND
GREENER
VALUE FOR
MONEY
COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT
ON-TIME DELIVERIES
SUPERIOR QUALITY 
QUALITY 
RELIABILITY
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ECOi RANGE: A NEW AND HIGHLY 
EFFICIENT VRF SOLUTION 
ECOi IS THE BEST OPTION FOR YOUR BUILDINGS:
::  highly efficient even at temperatures as low as -25°C
::  indoor unit off-coil temperature-control as standard
::  most efficient solution on the market in more than 77% of combinations
::  compact design and easy to install
::  connects a wide range of remote controls, centralised controls and web interfaces
::  innovative defrosting process creates maximum comfort avoiding cold air flow in indoor units
::  designed for easy maintenance
At Panasonic we know what a great responsibility it is to install heating and cooling systems. That’s 
why we design systems to make your buildings work.
Call +353 1 413 5311 for more details.
www.panasonic.ie/aircon
EFFICIENT
SOLUTIONS
FOR HEATING & 
COOLING
down to
-25ºC in
heating mode
OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE
energy
saving
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